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PART I (Technical Support, March 2001) examined
why companies need performance tuning

now more than ever, and why, so often, some companies assign
these efforts a low priority. This concluding article discusses
the difficulties with establishing cost-effective performance,
and examines such questions as, how does a company reap
those substantial benefits, and what is
necessary to be successful?

HOW DO COMPANIES
ENSURE GOOD SERVICE,
PLAN AND SAVE MONEY?

Remember that every company’s
goals are to:

● gain competitiveness through
savings

● make their systems run faster
● reduce MIPS
● cope with the higher volumes and

workloads that accompany success

Part I emphasized the importance
of performance management and why
the performance effort is often not given the attention and
resources it deserves. Given that the desire exists, how can a
company deal with the difficulties?

Any effort (cost) in data processing that the company
considers “overhead” and not part of direct business “product”
must have the following to succeed:

● management’s understanding, support and involvement

● cooperation among the parties involved

To obtain management’s involvement, you must first
explain to management the duties of the performance auditing
and tuning staff. A performance analyst, among other things,
performs the following:

● serves as coordinator for IT
application (and systems)
performance

● audits areas involving efficient
and effective IT resource
allocation and consumption

● prioritizes areas with
savings potential

● carries out investigations
● directs findings to appropriate

areas for action
● tests solutions — his own

and others
● tracks progress within the

performance realm
● reports to management

Performance analysts are often
highly trained and experienced professionals. An important
consideration is whether the company can provide tools that
will enable these analysts to do their jobs better. Performance
people dream of a world where all application systems
generate all data based on standards appropriate to performance
analysis for input into automated performance systems.
Someone once said that auditors are the people who visit
battlefields on the day after the battle and walk about,
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shooting the dead. Universal standards are like that. The only
technical matters about which there is complete agreement are
those that don’t matter because the cutting
edge has moved elsewhere and no one cares
enough to argue. It seems, therefore, that
performance analysts will continue to use
their own resources to do the best they can.

Not all is hopeless, however. The following
analytical functions can or should be auto-
mated to improve the tuner’s lot:

● pick target applications
● collect and analyze target data
● apply rules to isolate tunable

code/processes
● save detailed analysis results
● preserve past experience
● document the assignment and status of

tuning projects
● document project results and savings,

if any

Although completely automated tuning
has not appeared, progress has been made.
Companies have developed applications to
analyze daily System Management Facility
(SMF) data. From these data comes information on long-running or
high-utilization batch jobs and problem online transactions.
Companies have built data analysis applications based on SAS
(SAS Institute), the Management Information Control System
(MICS) from Computer Associates, or MXG from Merrill
Associates to produce reports distilled from enormous amounts of
data from a variety of sources.

Commercial software vendors offer excellent products, such
as STROBE from Compuware and InTune from BMC Software,
which can be run against individual batch job steps, or CICS
or IMS regions to produce a wide range of information for
problem analysis.

The difficulty is that these products tend to require manual
programming or are so tightly focused that they are not easily
integrated into the separate tasks of locating, investigating, and
documenting performance problems. The analyst still needs to
bring up reports, extract information, and then move on to another
report. Gradually, however, the available tools now make this
process more tightly integrated and efficient. These improvements
are based on some basic concepts.

WHAT IS NORMAL?

The first step in the tuning process is to define and quantify what
“normal” is, i. e., normal online response times or normal batch
elapsed times. It was once true that a good console operator knew
the nightly batch cycle and daytime online systems well enough to
recognize from his console messages when something was wrong.
Now, with multiple LPARs, teleprocessing regions and database
regions all running simultaneously and supporting widely variable
workloads, it is more difficult to pinpoint what normal is. While
normal isn’t automatically good, abnormal is almost always bad.

However, we cannot recognize abnormal until we have established
what normal is.

To define normal workloads and response
times you need automated statistical soft-
ware to capture, analyze and save data, and
warn (alert) the operator when the system
encounters out-of-bounds (abnormal) situa-
tions. Teleprocessing and operating systems
have online monitors that include
adjustable alert levels. Some even include
partial automation of the level-setting
process. Some provide different warning
thresholds for different scenarios or time
periods. Uniformly, however, alerts are
based on the relationship between what is
normal and what isn’t.

THE EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM: ALERTS

An alert, based on an abnormal condition,
triggered by an automated process, certainly
beats doing it by hand. The performance
analyst can save time by using the alert to
trigger an automatic process to collect
performance data relating to the problem.

The performance analyst no longer has to research where the
problem is. The system takes care of that and collects enough data
for him to turn his attention to what the problem is.

THE AUTOMATION OF DETAILED
MONITORING EFFORTS

What is needed, and is only now beginning to appear in immature
form, is an automated way to define and apply more sophisticated
decision rules. To illustrate, automatically collecting information
about all observed problems is an improvement over automatically
collecting nothing. However, you would like to be able to distin-
guish between problems and automatically deal in different ways
with different classes.

For example, you might like to trigger automatic data collection
for job steps that consume more than 10 CPU minutes on average
but not for those that consume less than that amount of time. If you
experienced a problem with something in the batch critical path,
you might want to monitor other related steps even though there
were no obvious difficulties. The analyst might manually start by
examining all the jobs from a critical path application and by view-
ing the list of all jobnames starting with the two relevant characters,
as shown in Figure 1.

Based on this information, the analyst might decide to schedule
an examination of a particular job step from the critical path. If per-
formance data exist for the desired job step, that information should
be immediately available. The analyst should be able to zoom in to
see a display of multiple generations of job step information in
order to identify, for example, when a change occurred, as shown in
Figure 2.

At this point, it should be easy to select a particular run date for
the step being investigated and bring up the detailed monitor data
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for that step, if they exist, as shown in
Figure 3.

All the data collected by the data collection/
monitor system should be immediately
available and easily examined online without
requiring the analyst to resort to a laborious
trip through a complete report.

Another example of the power and effi-
ciency of these techniques can be found by
examining online system behavior. Figures
4, 5 and 6 illustrate the same type of zooming
technology applied to CICS transaction
examination. Figure 4 lists transactions,
which have exceeded their expected CPU
utilization and are “open” issues.

Figure 5 shows a transaction list with
more detailed information on resource use,
sorted in descending order of CPU con-
sumption. The analyst can now zoom in on
the top resource user, transaction VSIB in
this case, and display, as shown in Figure 6,
a history of that transaction’s resource use
in an attempt to discover when this increase
started. The performance analyst may not
have had a chance to look at this increase
for several days, so the ability to track down
when something happened is often as
important to diagnosing a problem as the
detailed monitor data.

Further zooming capabilities for CICS data
should go down to the level of load modules,
Database Resource Management (DBRM)
and SQL statements, assuming those data are
available from the data collector/monitor (see
Figures 7 through 9).

DIAGNOSING PROBLEMS

The techniques illustrated previously are
powerful aids to increase the productivity of
performance tuning experts. The next step is
to diagnose the problems turned up by the
alert/monitor process. Unfortunately, the
ability to diagnose has not yet been made
the basis for an effective automated tool.
The performance analyst will still have to
figure out what the problem is and what to
do about it. Some commercial tools apply
decision and analytical rules, but they will
require considerable work before they are
fully ready for prime time.

Process automation has successfully
shortened the time needed to diagnose
performance problems and define solu-
tions because most of the basic data have
been made available quickly for review by
the appropriate specialists. A company’s
support elements can exhibit a greatly

abbreviated action time if they obtain this
information promptly.

TRACKING AND DOCUMENTING
ONGOING EFFORTS, PROBLEMS
AND SOLUTIONS

After you identify and define the problem
and use detailed performance data to develop
a solution, what remains to be done? You
need to document who is working on a
problem, the status of the investigation, and a
short summary of any findings. Documented

results of tuning efforts are a necessary
adjunct to the efficient coordination of perfor-
mance tuning. Although an ability to annotate
problem reports directly seems to be super-
ficial, its advantages become clearer when
multiple analysts in multiple departments are
working on the same or similar problem(s).

PERFORMANCE EXPERTS:
STILL VALUABLE ASSETS

It would be nice if the universe of vendors
had (and would use) an opportunity to
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FIGURE 4: CICS TRANSACTION ALERT STATUS LIST

FIGURE 3: BATCH JOB STEP SUMMARY FROM A STROBE PROFILE REPORT OF JOB/STEP

  

FIGURE 1: OVERNIGHT BATCH JOBS WITH JOB NAMES STARTING WITH “PR”

    
    
    
    

FIGURE 2: ZOOM TO HISTORY OF JOB/STEP PRKL1001/KLPROC1
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integrate all the tools available to track
service and performance across all platforms
through all forms of communication.
Unfortunately, it will not happen anytime
soon, if only because any integration is likely
to be overwhelmed by the continuing rapid
introduction of new technology. Expert per-
formance analysts will continue to be the
principal source of focus and coordination
for performance auditing and tuning efforts.

JUMP-STARTING THIS
MONEY-SAVING EFFORT

Any number of things can contribute to
an improved application performance
management process. But before any talk
about details, CEOs and CFOs need to
understand that the tools and staffing to pro-
duce realistic, practical cost management
and enhance the stability and usefulness of
their data processing organization will
require an investment. They must invest
money before they can see a return. If you
organize the performance management
process correctly, the savings will be large
compared to the investment. However,
management must realize that data processing
performance is as much a cost of doing
business as advertising, marketing or the
company health plan. If correctly done
with sufficient resources, the return will far
outweigh the investment.

Start at the top. Executive management
must assume a leadership role, something
that does not always come to them automat-
ically. IT’s job is to inform and educate
management about the issues and the
opportunities. The IT organization must
define, understand and clarify what
resources are needed to do the job properly

(i.e., staff, management coordination
between departments, management involve-
ment in the capacity planning process, and
investment in appropriate software tools).

With the proper tools, it should be possible
to find “low-hanging fruit” (tuning opportu-
nities easy to accomplish with significant
savings). An early documented success will

do wonders to illustrate what is ultimately
possible. Following up the initial success
with a steady stream of moderate improve-
ments will, in the long term, be more
effective in educating management than the
echoes of silence that follow a single
massive thunderbolt. The result should be a
better understanding of the company’s
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should yield changes in
business processes and

operating procedures that
will have impacts far

exceeding any mere tuning
adjustments, however low

the fruit may hang.

FIGURE 5: CICS TRANSACTIONS SORTED BY CPU TIME

 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 6: CICS TRANSACTION HISTORY DETAIL LIST

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 7: CICS TRANSACTION MODULE CPU USE

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 8: DBRM INFORMATION FOR ONE CICS TRANSACTION
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environment. Improved understanding
should yield changes in business processes
and operating procedures that will have
impacts far exceeding any mere tuning
adjustments, however low the fruit may hang.

As part of educating management, IT
must review what is already in place and
then identify and schedule the missing com-
ponents:

● define the goals in the form of a corpo-
rate policy statement

● implement procedures and processes to
establish organizational responsibility
for performance and tuning functions

● determine and obtain the personnel
needed to achieve
optimum staffing

● establish the necessary coordination
links between the
participating organizations

● evaluate and install the correct tools
● establish a method for reporting to all

concerned parties

The time is long past when you could
think of performance and tuning as some-
thing that was done between projects.
Companies that make an investment will
pay a price, but also obtain the rewards.
Inevitably, companies that merely absorb

unavoidable expenses (derived from poor
performance) will continue to absorb
unavoidable expenses.

This article series, which is an excerpt
from a White Paper, is available in its
entirety by faxing (617-254-8979) or email-
ing your request to CPT Software to
info@cptsoftware.com.
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FIGURE 9: SQL STATEMENT CPU USE FOR A SPECIFIC DBRM


